
Lehigh Valley Safety Committee Expo
May 17, 2022

In addition to our OSHA Ambassador partner, American Society of Safety Professionals – Lehigh Valley Chapter (ASSP), the LVSC 
will also be partnering with the Lehigh Valley local section of the American Industrial Hygiene Association (AIHA) for the 2022 
Workplace Safety Expo.  Expo features presentations on the latest trends and safety solutions while providing an opportunity to 
network with attendees and vendors. All are welcome to attend.

7:45-8:30am Registration, continental breakfast, networking

8:30-8:45am Welcome
Tom Barnowski, NCC

8:45-9:45am Industrial Hygiene - It’s Not Brushing Your Teeth at Work
Jacob Schock, CIH, CSP, Principal Industrial Hygienist, EMD Electronics

10-11am Impairment in the Workplace: Supervisor Next Steps & Employee Drug & Alcohol Awareness
Kathleen Strain, Program Supervisor, Drug Free Workplace PA

11:15am-12:15pm Common Mistakes to Avoid When Managing a Crisis
Christopher Martin, President, Atlas Marketing

12:15-1pm Lunch

1-2pm Cleaning Up Your Safety Culture
Bill Paletski, PE CSP,  Sr. EHS Consultant, East Coast Risk Management – a division of Keystone

2:15-3pm OSHA Update
Scott Shimandle, Compliance Assistance Specialist - Industrial Hygienist, USDOL/OSHA – Allentown Area Office

3-3:15pm Conclusion, evaluations, certificates

Presentation descriptions can be found on the back of this page.  
Please note: we will move to a virtual format if pandemic conditions make in person delivery unsafe or if attendance requirements are not met.

Expo Details
Location: Northampton Community College, Lipkin Theatre, 3835 Green Pond Road, Bethlehem, PA 18020
Fee: FREE (includes continental breakfast and bagged lunch)
Registration: Registration is required to attend. Please register at www.northampton.edu/LVSC.
Questions: Email safety@northampton.edu.

Expo Partners
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Presentation Descriptions

Cleaning Up Your Safety Culture
Safety Culture has several definitions, but understanding the core elements of what drives an establishment to having a positive 
safety culture is key.  There are several key elements that every positive safety culture has embedded in an organization.  Whether 
you are a manufacturer, construction company, or a service establishment, these core elements are universal for a successful 
organization.  The focus of this presentation (and discussion) is on these core elements for a course of action.

Common Mistakes to Avoid When Managing a Crisis
A crisis disrupts your organization’s daily operations.  When managing a crisis so many elements can go wrong, but those who 
successfully navigate these situations avoid common mistakes.  During this session participants will learn the four most common 
mistakes and how to successfully overcome these challenges to strengthen personal and corporate brands.

Impairment in the Workplace
Supervisor Next Steps & Employee Drug & Alcohol Awareness: Educates PA employers and supervisors on the tools and techniques 
needed to identify and document impairment in the workplace and best practices while executing reasonable suspicion. Equips 
employees across the commonwealth with the information, resources and tools needed to promote healthy substance-free lifestyles 
within their workplace, home and community.

Industrial Hygiene - It’s Not Brushing Your Teeth at Work
The presentation will highlight reasons to engage an Industrial Hygienist will help employers to achieve compliance and  promote 
worker health. Some programs are apparent, and some are often overlooked.

OSHA Update
Although much of OSHA’s recent focus has been on COVID prevention and mitigation, the agency has been conducting inspections, 
developing an Agency Management Plan and working on its Regulatory Agenda. During this session the participants will hear what 
OSHA has been doing locally and what the agency is looking at on a national scale currently and in the future.     
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